
In 3 easy steps, you will be a volunteer at

AFRIKABURN
SPACE

2023
1.Share it

2.Check it/Click it/Scan it

3.Sign up! ❤
Already by Sharing it, you are voluntarily Volunteering!

NOTE: The QR code in this document can be clicked or scanned to view the respective volunteer
sign up page.

Contact the team lead to let them know you’ll be joining! & be sure to ask about any upcoming
trainings and meet-ups leading up to the event!

Have fun Volunteering!



ARTeria Booth
___

Wed Apr 19, 2023 – Tue May 2, 2023

Ever wanted to learn how to back up a cherry-picker? Talk down a panicked artist? Help
coordinate a multimedia extravaganza in the middle of the desert? This is the one for you - man
the info booth at the ARTeria, help to curate the participants and protect the art! If you wanna
get in with the art, then here's where you start.

Contact: isa@afrikaburn.com

https://home.afrikaburn.com/qr/volunteer-at-arteria-booth/
mailto:isa@afrikaburn.com


Box Office
___

Wed Apr 19, 2023 – Fri Apr 28, 2023

The AfrikaBurn gate, known as Die Hek, is the first interaction budding burners have of the
Burn, after leaving the long dirt road that is the R355 into Tankwa Town. The Box Office crew
are the ticketing part of the Hek Force - They scan tickets, issue vehicle passes, check ID's,
register kids and link your name to your band. All while smiling at you through a (mostly) see
through window.

Contact: julia@afrikaburn.com

https://home.afrikaburn.com/qr/volunteer-at-box-office/
mailto:julia@afrikaburn.com


Chillaz
___

Mon Apr 24, 2023 – Sun Apr 30, 2023

Heita! Hola! Hi! CHILLAZ launched at AB 2022 and was an absolute game-changer! The
epicentre of the Off Centre hub is looking for crew to take turns during the event to help keep
the space shipshape and MOOP free, to field queries from and book slots for those who wish to
grace the stage and to be helping hands to the star performers. No technical knowledge
required. Please sign up and join in the fun!

Contact: sindy@afrikaburn.com

https://home.afrikaburn.com/qr/chillaz-sign-up-form/
mailto:sindy@afrikaburn.com


Collexodus
___

Sun Apr 30, 2023 – Mon May 1, 2023

Ever ended up with waaaay too much food, drink and stuff at the end of the burn and no clue
what to do with it? Collexodus is your solution. We do a collection on the Sunday for
surrounding communities (and DPW who still have a long slog in the desert).

Volunteers are needed for the drop off at the Greeters Station, and for ride-alongs on the drive
by camp to camp collections on Sunday & Monday.

Contact: lorraine@afrikaburn.com

https://home.afrikaburn.com/qr/collexodus/
mailto:lorraine@afrikaburn.com


Die Hek (Gate)
___

Fri Apr 21, 2023 – Fri Apr 28, 2023

The AfrikaBurn gate, known as Die Hek, is the first interaction budding burners have of the
Burn, after leaving the long dirt road that is the R355 into Tankwa Town. The gate crew, or “Hek
Force” as we call them, control all traffic coming into and out of Tankwa Town. It’s at the gate
that Burner cars are checked for stowaways and things that could cause matter out of place
(MOOP). We are looking for people to help us make a positive impact on everyone's experience
the minute they leave the default world and enter the real world. This requires doing all the
checks and ensuring that everyone arriving at the gate has what they need in order to enter the
event without a hitch. You will be required to do some traffic control during your shift, and a lot
of friendly orientation – but believe us, the energy is electric, and your shift will be over before
you know it.

Contact: sabinejoubert@outlook.com

https://home.afrikaburn.com/qr/die-hek/
mailto:sabinejoubert@outlook.com


Die Yskas
___

Mon Apr 24, 2023 – Sat Apr 29, 2023

Literally the coolest place at AfrikaBurn! A large shady tent. No, not shady like your neighbour;
shady as in out of the sun. And if that is not enough for you, you can spend some time in the
refrigerated truck. The only thing for sale at the Burn is ice. (Your soul is your own affair) Daily
between 11:00 to 13:00. From Monday the 24th to Saturday the 29th. BUT in order to move a
couple of tonnes of ice, we need some help.

Here is how you can help:
1. Desk Jockey's - folks responsible for taking money and keeping a tally. VERY basic system
2. Ice Slingers - a shift for the more energetic, physical types. Since ice is cold, gloves will be
provided.

Contact: patsyhamilton70@gmail.com

https://home.afrikaburn.com/qr/die-yskas/
mailto:patsyhamilton70@gmail.com


DMV Registration
___

Sun Apr 23, 2023 – Sat Apr 29, 2023

Love the smell of LRP in the morning?

Enjoy dressing up as a traffic cop and giving people tickets?

You are just the kind of person who'd love doing time with our Department of Mutant Vehicles
Wranglers. We have some slots for mutant vehicle registration available - loads of fun meeting
and greeting the mutant vehicle builders - sign up for FUN in the SUN

Contact: robert@afrikaburn.com

https://home.afrikaburn.com/qr/dmv-registration/
mailto:robert@afrikaburn.com


Greeters
___

Sun Apr 23, 2023 – Fri Apr 28, 2023

A fun jol for all and a vital role. The Greeter's mission is to enthusiastically greet each
participant (first time or experienced) home, ensure that they are educated and prepared,
orientate them, answer their questions and set the vibe for their amazing experience at
AfrikaBurn. As Greeters we are the people responsible for not only welcoming participants to
AfrikaBurn but we also help them with map and camp information and we try to send them off
in the right direction. It's possibly one of the most enjoyable volunteer roles at the event
(actually the INvent) and very often we greet our friends and family cos that's how it works!

Contact: gulden@afrikaburn.com

https://home.afrikaburn.com/qr/greeters/
mailto:gulden@afrikaburn.com


Leave No Trace
___

Wed Apr 26, 2023 – Sun Apr 30, 2023

The Tankwa Karoo is a pristine environment, but all the stuff that hits the ground has to be
removed, and despite the fact that AfrikaBurn is a Leave No Trace event, some people don’t read
– or sometimes forget – the manual. Which is when MOOP happens. (Matter Out Of Place)

Got some karma to work off?

Sign up for a morning or afternoon Leave No Trace shift and have fun while helping folks keep it
tidy

Contact: kevin@afrikaburn.com

https://home.afrikaburn.com/qr/leave-no-trace-2/
mailto:kevin@afrikaburn.com


Lost & Found
___

Mon Apr 24, 2023 – Mon May 1, 2023

An absolutely wonderful way to bring massive joy to people by reuniting them with their lost
things (and giving them some flack for losing it in the first place).

Shifts involve manning the booth, receiving and logging lost items and (the best part) reuniting
people with their items.

Contact: muriel@afrikaburn.com

https://home.afrikaburn.com/qr/lost-found
mailto:muriel@afrikaburn.com


Rangers
___

Mon Apr 24, 2023 – Sun Apr 30, 2023

Rangers are Burners who volunteer their time at AfrikaBurn to look after the safety and well
being of everyone in Tankwa Town. To be a Ranger you need patience, empathy, good
communication skills, and a positive attitude - you also need to have attended Ranger training.
We will teach you how to help your fellow Burners by mediating conflict, providing information,
calling for a medical response, or just being a friendly face in the desert.

Rangers are there to make the AfrikaBurn community feel like they are not all alone in that
harsh beauty we call the Tankwa.

Contact: android@afrikaburn.com

https://home.afrikaburn.com/qr/rangers/
mailto:android@afrikaburn.com


Sanctuary
___

Mon Apr 24, 2023 – Mon May 1, 2023

Want to make magic with us?

Want to help fellow burners who are feeling overwhelmed with so much awesome?

There are different ways for everyone to help out the community through Sanctuary, which one
will yours be?

Contact: myszka@afrikaburn.com

https://home.afrikaburn.com/qr/sanctuary/
mailto:myszka@afrikaburn.com


Volunteer Booth
___

Mon Apr 24, 2023 – Sat Apr 29, 2023

Ever wanted to spend some time at the nerve centre, and encourage people to sign up for shifts
and help burners volunteer for what they want to do to make this event what it is?

Then this is the role for you!

Contact: sarah@afrikaburn.com

https://home.afrikaburn.com/qr/volunteer-booth/
mailto:sarah@afrikaburn.com

